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Abstract

Extratropical influences on tropical sea surface temperature (SST) have implications for decadal predictability. We implement a

cloud-locking technique to highlight the critical role of clouds in shaping tropical SST response to extratropical thermal forcing.

With heating imposed over either extratropical Northern Atlantic or Pacific, Hadley Cells respond similarly that the trades

strengthen south of the rainband. The wind-evaporation-SST (WES) feedback leads to cooling over the southern subtropics,

which is enhanced in the southeastern Pacific due to the positive feedback between SST and stratiform clouds. This cooling is

further extended toward the central Pacific via a WES effect associated with zonally contrasting cloud-radiative-SST feedbacks

in the tropics, which is observed in both slab-ocean and dynamical-ocean experiments. We propose that the meridional and

zonal SST gradients are tightly linked via WES effects and the cloud-radiative-SST feedbacks, which are largely determined by

the climatological rainband position and the spatial distribution of cloud properties.
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Key Points:8

• Tropical surface temperature responds similarly to idealized heating imposed over9

either North Atlantic or North Pacific as fast response10

• Clouds are essential in forming the tropical response pattern through their cou-11

pling with circulation and surface energy fluxes12

• The climatological rainband position in the tropics determines how clouds shape13

the tropical responses to extratropical forcing14
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Abstract15

Extratropical influences on tropical sea surface temperature (SST) have implications for16

decadal predictability. We implement a cloud-locking technique to highlight the criti-17

cal role of clouds in shaping tropical SST response to extratropical thermal forcing. With18

heating imposed over either extratropical Northern Atlantic or Pacific, Hadley Cells re-19

spond similarly that the trades strengthen south of the rainband. The wind-evaporation-20

SST (WES) feedback leads to cooling over the southern subtropics, which is enhanced21

in the southeastern Pacific due to the positive feedback between SST and stratiform clouds.22

This cooling is further extended toward the central Pacific via a WES effect associated23

with zonally contrasting cloud-radiative-SST feedbacks in the tropics, which is observed24

in both slab-ocean and dynamical-ocean experiments. We propose that the meridional25

and zonal SST gradients are tightly linked via WES effects and the cloud-radiative-SST26

feedbacks, which are largely determined by the climatological rainband position and the27

spatial distribution of cloud properties.28

Plain Language Summary29

Tropical sea surface temperature could induce changes in global climate patterns,30

and could be impacted by climate perturbation at mid-to-high latitudes on decadal timescales.31

Understanding how the tropics and extratropics interact could help predict the decadal32

evolution of the climate. We examine such interaction with a global climate model. Com-33

mon tropical climate response patterns to the heating imposed in either extratropical34

Northern Atlantic or Pacific are found, determined by the following mechanisms. First,35

the wind speed of the trades responds in opposite manners with respect to the mean-36

state tropical rainband, where stronger trades and surface evaporation is present over37

the equator and its south that cools the sea surface. Second, this equatorial cooling is38

stronger over the eastern Pacific, which is associated with the mean-state properties of39

how clouds interact with changing surface temperature, that convective clouds over the40

western and central Pacific tend to damp the change, while stratiform clouds over the41

eastern Pacific act to amplify the change. These mechanisms, which are largely estab-42

lished by the mean-state rainband position and the spatial distribution of cloud prop-43

erties, act to link the zonal and meridional structure of the sea surface temperature over44

the tropical Pacific.45

1 Motivation46

Tropical Pacific sea surface temperature (SST) has far-reaching climate impacts47

with its direct influences on atmospheric convection and thus planetary-scale stationary48

Rossby waves. For example, the La Niña-like cooling trend during 1998-2012 is suggested49

to affect the global distribution of rainfall and the occurrences of tropical storms (Delworth50

et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2018). Through its critical modulation of the vertical structures51

of tropical atmospheric temperature and thus the efficiency of radiative climate feedbacks,52

the temporal evolution of tropical Pacific SST pattern is reported to control the climate53

sensitivity in observational records and modeling simulations (e.g. Andrews et al., 2015;54

Ceppi & Gregory, 2017; Dong et al., 2019), often referred to as “the pattern effect” (Stevens55

et al., 2016).56

With the increasing demands for decadal climate predictability upon anthropogenic57

influences, driving mechanisms behind tropical Pacific SST trends under warming sce-58

narios have been proposed, but have yet been comprehensively understood (Collins et59

al., 2018; Xie, 2020). The role of ocean dynamics in modulating the SST pattern on di-60

verse timescales is well recognized via a coupling between the oceanic temperature struc-61

tures and oceanic currents driven by atmospheric wind stress (Clement et al., 1996; Heede62

et al., 2020). In this study, the air-sea heat flux is of interest since recent literature has63

shown their major roles in affecting the SST under anthropogenic climate change. For64
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instance, the spatial structure of evaporation, which is largely determined by surface winds,65

shapes the anomalous SST pattern with increased CO2 (L. Wang & Huang, 2016; Xie66

et al., 2010). Cloud radiative feedbacks, which are established by cloud properties as-67

sociated with atmospheric circulations and the SST pattern itself, could also impose ra-68

diative flux anomalies and SST tendencies over the tropical Pacific (DiNezio et al., 2009).69

Recently, the non-local extratropical effects in driving tropical Pacific SST trends70

have received increasing attention. Couplings between atmospheric adjustments, surface71

fluxes, and oceanic tunnels could translate anomalies in the extratropics into tropical Pa-72

cific SST changes (Amaya et al., 2019; Luo et al., 2017; Shin et al., 2021; Hwang et al.,73

2021). Localized energy perturbations are commonly present in the extratropics, such74

as those due to anthropogenic aerosol emissions and polar sea ice losses. Localized forc-75

ing in the extratropics have been found to be homogenized zonally before propagating76

through the atmosphere into the tropics by subtropical eddies, making tropical response77

insensitive to the exact locations of the forcing (Kang et al., 2014, 2018; L’Hévéder et78

al., 2015). In particular, Kang et al. (2018) proposed that in a slab-ocean climate model,79

a common La Niña-like response pattern appears along with the northward displacement80

of the ITCZ in response to Northern Hemispheric differential heating at different loca-81

tions in the extratropics.82

This study investigates the formation mechanisms behind such La Niña-like trop-83

ical SST pattern response to localized extratropical thermal forcing from Kang et al. (2018).84

Later in this paper, we show that the formation of such pattern is established by the cli-85

matological rainband position and the climatological spatial pattern of cloud radiative86

feedbacks (Section 3). This is supported by cloud-locking experiments and is relevant87

in both models with a slab ocean and a fully coupled dynamical ocean (Section 4). We88

suggest that these climatological controls on tropical Pacific SST response to extratrop-89

ical forcing could be applied to other forcing scenarios and offer potential source of pre-90

dictive skills of the SST on decadal timescales (Section 5).91

2 Methodology92

2.1 Experimental Design93

Sets of a control and two perturbed experiments are performed with Community94

Atmosphere Model 5.0 (CAM5; Neale et al., 2010) with Community Earth System Model95

1.2 (Hurrell et al., 2013). Anomalous surface flux convergence is imposed into the equi-96

librated preindustrial simulations (CTL) between 45°N and 65°N zonally uniformly in97

either the North Atlantic (hNA) or North Pacific (hNP), each with a total amount of98

0.41 petawatts. The climate responses to heating are defined as the time-averaged fields99

from either heating deducted by those from CTL. See Table S1 and Text S1 for a full100

list of experiments and a detailed explanation of the experimental design.101

To investigate the SST formation mechanisms driven solely by surface fluxes, a slab-102

ocean model (SOM) with a constant mixed-layer depth of 50 meters is coupled to CAM5.103

Thirty years of data are analyzed after a spinning up of thirty-five years. To evaluate104

whether the proposed feedbacks shown in the SOM experiments remain important when105

oceanic processes are involved, experiments using a full-depth dynamical ocean model106

(FOM) are performed. The averaged hNA response of eight ensembles over years 1-10107

and three ensembles over years 21-30 are analyzed. Fewer ensembles of the hNP exper-108

iments in FOM are also conducted but are only shown in Figure S1 for brevity, while their109

results are consistent with the main conclusions.110

The other two sets of experiments are conducted to assess the direct and indirect111

impact of cloud radiative effects. A cloud-locking (CL) technique is used (Ceppi & Hart-112

mann, 2016; Y.-J. Chen et al., 2021), in which hourly cloud optical properties from CTL113

are prescribed in CAM5. The SOM cloud-locking simulations are performed with prein-114
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dustrial condition (CTL) and with either of the heating. The control run is spun up for115

ten years while the perturbed runs are spun up for twenty years, and the following twenty116

years are analyzed in all runs. The FOM cloud-locking simulations are performed with117

only the North Atlantic heating and with five ensembles running out to ten years. We118

define the cloud effect by subtracting the responses in experiments with locked clouds119

from those with interactive clouds.120

2.2 Energetic decomposition of SST response121

An energy budget analysis of oceanic mixed layer is used to attribute SST response122

to surface energy fluxes (Xie et al., 2010; L. Zhang & Li, 2014). Briefly, the time ten-123

dency of the mixed-layer temperature (T ) can be written as:124

Tt =
1

ρcpH
(QSW +QLW +QLH +QSH +QCo

) (1)125

where the subscript t denotes a time derivative, ρ the density of sea water, cp the spe-126

cific heat capacity of sea water at constant pressure, H the mixed-layer depth, and Q127

the inward energy flux. Fluxes include shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW) radiative fluxes,128

latent heat flux (LH), sensible heat flux (SH), and column-integrated heat convergence129

by oceanic heat transport (Co). Tt contributed by each energy flux term can be writ-130

ten as:131

Tt,flux =
1

ρcpH
Qflux, f lux = {SW,LW,LH, SH,Co} (2)132

In FOM experiments, Tt,flux are calculated to show the contribution of fluxes to the trend133

of T with an averaged H used. In SOM experiments, QCo
is unchanged by design and134

the system reaches equilibrium thus Tt = 0. The temperature difference between the135

control state and the forced states in SOM runs can then be written as:136

∆Tflux =
1

dQ/dT
∆Qflux, f lux = {SW,LWdn, LHa, SH} (3)137

where ∆ denotes the differences between the forced and the control states, and dQ/dT138

is the linear dependence of total surface energy flux to T evaluated at the arithmetic-139

mean states between the forced and the control states, which consists of a blackbody long-140

wave radiative term and a latent heat term associated with its bulk formula. After re-141

moving the linear dependent terms to T , downward longwave radiative flux (LWdn) and142

non-Newtonian latent heat flux that depends solely on near-surface atmospheric condi-143

tion (LHa) appear that replace LW and LH, respectively. Finally, ∆Tflux are calculated144

to show the contribution of the change in fluxes to the change in T . See Text S2 for a145

detailed derivation and expression of each term.146

3 The climatological controls of the response patterns147

We first present the responses in SOM experiments. Regardless of heating being148

imposed in either North Atlantic or North Pacific, steady-state surface temperature re-149

sponse patterns are highly similar, with a spatial correlation of 0.86 within 30°S and 30°N150

(comparing Figure 1a with 1b). Both the interhemispheric and zonal SST gradients strengthen151

along the equatorial Pacific. Responding to the imposed heating in the Northern Hemi-152

sphere, an anomalous cross-equatorial overturning circulation develops to transport en-153

ergy southward through its upper branch and to shift moisture and the ITCZ northward154

through its lower branch (shown by the low-level wind response in Figures 1a-b). The155

robust similarities of the tropical responses are consistent with Kang et al. (2018) who156

proposed that extratropical forcing is being homogenized before affecting the tropics.157

First, we discuss the formation mechanism behind the anomalous meridional SST158

structure, which is largely established by the climatological position of the tropical rain-159

band (pink lines in Figures 1a-b). The climatological rainband is located at the transi-160

tion region between the northeast and the southeast trades. With the rainband shifts161
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Figure 1. (a-b) responses of surface temperature pattern (shading; K) and 993-hPa winds

(arrows), with climatological ITCZ defined at where the annual rainfall on marine region has

meridional maxima (pink line), and the hatched regions show where the shading patterns are

statistically insignificant at 5% level using two-tailed Student t-tests. In (c-d), shading shows

∆TLH,a (units: K) and contours show the response of 10-meter wind speeds (spacing: 0.2 m s−1).

In (e-f), shading shows ∆TSW (units: K) and contours show the surface SW-SST feedbacks es-

timated as the slope from the linear regression of surface shortwave radiative flux on SST using

CTL-SOM (spacing: 5 W m−2 K−1). The patterns of responses are calculated by removing their

means over 30°S-30°N. Mean values of the shadings over 30°S-30°N are labeled, and zonal mean

values of the shadings are attached on the right of each panel. For contours, dashed indicates

negative, solid indicates positive, and zero lines are omitted.
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toward the north in response to the Northern Hemispheric heating, anomalous low-level162

southerlies dominate over the tropics, which strengthen the southeasterlies on the south163

of the rainband and result in increased evaporation (negative ∆TLH,a) and cooler SST,164

while the opposite is shown in the north. This dipole pattern of ∆TLH,a dominates the165

response of the anomalous meridional SST structure, while it is partly damped by the166

shortwave radiative effect (∆TSW ; Figures 1e-f) associated with the shift of the rainband.167

As the rainband shifts toward the warmer Northern Hemisphere, the response of cloud168

cover and shortwave reflectivity are anti-symmetric to the climatological rainband, lead-169

ing to cooling on the north and heating on the south.170

The role of climatological rainband in determining the center of the meridional dipole171

SST response is consistent with previous literature (e.g. Chiang & Bitz, 2005), known172

as the ITCZ blocking effect, stating that anomalous warming is not able to penetrate173

the climatological rainband and could even induce an anomalous cooling south of the rain-174

band. Kang et al. (2020) further demonstrate that the climatological ITCZ location acts175

as a barrier to the propagation of the surface temperature anomalies in response to ex-176

tratropical forcing using a set of aqua-planet experiments. This effect produced by the177

climatological rainband is also shown in natural variabilities, as H. Zhang et al. (2014)178

suggest that the anomalous SST and surface winds associated with the South Pacific Merid-179

ional Mode no longer reach the equatorial region under a climatological state with the180

rainband located south of the equator.181

Next, we turn our attention to the mechanism behind the enhanced zonal SST gra-182

dient over the equatorial Pacific, which is established by the spatial structure of clima-183

tological cloud regimes. The response of cloud cover under different environments to the184

latent heat cooling across the equatorial region shapes the zonal structure of the SST185

response. Shown as the contours in Figures 1e-f, shortwave-SST feedback over the trop-186

ics is positive over the east of the basins where stratiform clouds prevail and is negative187

along the convective ITCZ and the South Pacific Convergence Zone. With increased low-188

level atmospheric stability followed by the decrease in SST, marine stratiform clouds in-189

crease over the eastern equatorial Pacific (Hanson, 1991; Klein & Hartmann, 1993). As-190

sociated with the anomalous cross-equatorial Hadley Cell, the strengthened subtropical191

high in South Pacific may also produce anomalous cold advection and further increase192

the marine stratiform clouds (Wei et al., 2018). In contrast, the decreased SST and strength-193

ened subsidence both inhibit deep convections and anvil clouds over the western-central194

tropical Pacific, allowing more solar insolation to heat up the surface (Lau et al., 1997;195

Ramanathan & Collins, 1991; Meehl & Washington, 1996). Distinct cloud radiative-SST196

feedback in the eastern and western equatorial Pacific is recently highlighted in Park et197

al. (2022). These zonally contrasting cloud-radiative feedbacks appear to be the most198

dominant term that contributes positively to the enhanced zonal SST gradient over the199

equatorial Pacific (comparing ∆TSW in Figures 1e-f with Figures 1a-b). The contribu-200

tions from longwave and sensible heat fluxes are at less importance in shaping the over-201

all SST response pattern (not shown), whereas ∆TLH,a serves as the main damping term202

of the zonal SST gradient response.203

4 The coupling between clouds and circulation204

In Section 3, we suggest the mechanisms underlying the similar pattern of SST re-205

sponse over the tropical Pacific, considering their dependence on climatology. Namely,206

the northward displacement of the tropical rainband and the zonal contrast in the cli-207

matological cloud regimes together shape the tropical SST pattern response to the ex-208

tratropical thermal forcing. In this section, we use a cloud-locking technique (see Sec-209

tion 2) to verify the role of clouds in shaping the structure of the SST response.210

The enhanced zonal SST gradient over the equatorial Pacific is mostly contributed211

by the cloud effect (as defined in Section 2), which is obtained by comparing simulations212
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with interactive and locked cloud radiative properties. As shown in the scatter plots in213

Figures 2g-h, the changes in the equatorial Pacific zonal SST gradient are close to zero214

or even negative in the cloud-locking simulations (thin black diamond), whereas they are215

largely positive in the cloud-interactive simulations (bold black diamond). The essen-216

tial role of clouds in shaping the equatorial Pacific zonal SST gradient is consistent with217

the surface energy budget analysis discussed in Section 3. ∆TSW is the only term that218

contributes to the enhanced zonal SST gradient over the equatorial Pacific (yellow cir-219

cles), supporting the hypothesis that zonally contrasting cloud feedbacks enhance the220

SST gradient.221

In addition to direct radiative effects, the cloud effect also manifests the non-radiative222

effects originated from the interaction between clouds and circulations. For the triangle-223

shaped surface cooling that maximizes in the southeastern Pacific and extends to the cen-224

tral equatorial Pacific, it is produced by two parts of cloud effects together. The south-225

eastern Pacific cooling is caused by the decrease in shortwave surface radiative flux as-226

sociated with the increase in stratiform clouds (Figures 2e-f), as mentioned earlier in the227

discussion of the zonal SST gradient; on the other hand, the central equatorial Pacific228

cooling could be attributed to the increase in evaporation due to cloud effects (Figures229

2c-d). We interpret the increased evaporation due to the change in clouds as part of the230

indirect effects by clouds. The increase in the zonal SST gradient associated with cloud231

and shortwave radiative flux changes over the tropical Pacific (Figures 2e-f) drives anoma-232

lous surface easterlies (arrows in Figures 2a-b) (Lindzen & Nigam, 1987) and leads to233

further increase in evaporation over the central equatorial Pacific (Figures 2c-d). Namely,234

the change in cloud cover ultimately drives the latent heat cooling over the central equa-235

torial Pacific. This increased evaporation as part of the cloud effect explains a large por-236

tion of the anomalous surface latent heat flux in the cloud-interactive simulations (com-237

paring Figures 2c-d with Figures 1c-d), and contributes to more than half of the enhance-238

ment of the interhemispheric SST gradient over the tropics (∆SSTNS ; Figures 2g-h). In239

summary, direct cloud radiative effects contribute to the zonal structure of the anoma-240

lous SST, while indirect (i.e., non-radiative) cloud effects promote the meridional struc-241

ture of the anomalous SST.242

One may suspect that the slab-ocean setting exaggerates the cloud effects due to243

lack of vertical mixing and circulation feedbacks in the ocean. It is verified in Figure 3,244

which shows the SST response to the North Atlantic heating with a fully interactive ocean245

model (FOM), that the importance of clouds can still be seen within the first few decades.246

The North Pacific heating experiments lead to similar conclusions (Figure S1). Despite247

weaker magnitudes, the SST pattern response in the FOM experiments is qualitatively248

similar to those in the slab-ocean experiments (compare Figure 3a with Figure 1a; also249

see Figure 3e). The triangle-shaped cooling over the southeastern and equatorial-central250

Pacific is statistically significant in the FOM experiments and is persistent till year 30251

(Figures 3a-b). This cooling can be attributed to the cloud effect (Figure 3d) and is ab-252

sent in the cloud-locking simulations over the first decade (Figure 3c). Shown by Fig-253

ure 3f, shortwave cloud radiative effect dominates the zonal gradient of equatorial Pa-254

cific SST tendencies over the first decade, while the cloud indirect effect of latent heat255

flux contributes primarily to the meridional gradient of tropical SST tendencies over both256

the first and the third decade. The oceanic heat convergent term always damps the gra-257

dients of the SST tendencies (purple triangles in Figure 3f). These results support the258

existence of our proposed mechanisms in a model setting with a fully interactive ocean,259

with a stronger confidence over the first decade after the forcing is imposed.260

5 Summary and Discussion261

Kang et al. (2018) and L’Hévéder et al. (2015) report that the tropical SST pat-262

tern is insensitive to the longitudinal location of extratropical thermal forcing in a slab-263

ocean setting. In this study, we investigate the formation mechanisms of such tropical264
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Figure 2. (a-f) as Figures 1(a-f), but of the cloud effect except for the SW-SST feedback in

e-f (contours); (g-h) SST gradient metrics (see definition later in the caption) from the cloud-

locking runs (thin markers) and the cloud-interactive runs (bold markers) associated with the

surface fluxes labelled in the legend, where the arrows between the thin and the bold markers

depict the cloud effect. The tropical meridional SST gradient (∆SSTNS) is defined as the areal

mean SST over 0°-20°N minus that over 20°S-0° across all longitudes; the equatorial Pacific zonal

SST gradient (∆SSTWE,Pac) is defined as the areal mean SST over 160°E-180° minus that over

110°W-90°W within 5°S-5°N.
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Figure 3. As Figure 1a, but of the ensemble means from the fully coupled simulations aver-

aged over (a) years 1-10 and (b) years 21-30. (c) shows the response in the cloud-locking simula-

tions over years 1-10 and (d) shows the corresponding cloud effect. (e) is as Figure 2e but only

shows those for the overall SST gradients (fully coupled results are multiplied by two for clarity).

(f) is also as Figure 2e but shows those for SST tendencies (Tt) instead of SST anomalies over

years 1-10, while symbols with lighter colors represent the responses over years 21-30.
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Figure 4. A schematic of the feedbacks behind the La Niña-like SST formation. Hadley Cell

adjustment due to the forcing is shown on the left. On the map, the climatological ITCZ is in-

dicated by the dashed line, with near-surface wind change (arrows) and associated SST change

by the WES feedback (band-structured shading) when the ITCZ shifts north. Cloud-associated

responses near the equator are also depicted with realistic style and its effects on SST response

are as the shading patches. A flow chart of the discussed feedbacks is on the top.

SST pattern in CESM1. A schematic of our proposed mechanisms that lead to the com-265

mon SST pattern is displayed in Figure 4. First, responding to heating in extratropical266

Northern Hemisphere, an anomalous cross-equatorial Hadley Cell develops. On the south267

of the climatological rainband, the enhanced southeasterly trades lead to enhanced evap-268

orative cooling. With the cooling, zonally contrasting cloud cover responses emerge over269

the equatorial Pacific. As a result, zonal SST gradient and near-surface easterlies over270

the southern subtropical Pacific are strengthened. In other words, WES feedback and271

cloud-SST feedbacks together build up a positive feedback between the zonal and merid-272

ional structures of tropical SST changes over the tropical Pacific. This formation of the273

anomalous SST pattern is triggered when hemispheric differential heating is presented274

in the extratropics. While the energetic framework provides zonal-mean predictability275

under extratropical hemispheric differential heating (as summarized in Kang et al., 2020),276

combining our findings with the zonal homogenization of the forcing (Kang et al., 2018)277

yields spatial predictability of tropical responses.278

The robust control of climatology fields to tropical SST response also implies that279

mean-state biases in CESM could lead to uncertainties regarding the mechanisms pro-280

posed in this study. However, although the mean-state biases may quantitatively influ-281

ence the magnitudes of SST response, the mechanisms discussed should be at work even282

without a perfect climatology. For example, the WES cooling on the south of the rain-283

band should be qualitatively similar among the GCMs with the ITCZ located on the north284

of the equator in most seasons. The mechanisms that link zonal to meridional SST gra-285

dient should be at work as long as the overall signs of the cloud-SST feedback pattern286

agree with observations over the tropics, which is true in most of the GCMs (X. Chen287

et al., 2019). As supportive evidence, Hwang et al. (2017) report a linear relationship288

between interhemispheric tropical SST asymmetry and zonal SST gradient over the south-289

ern subtropical Pacific in abrupt 4xCO2 experiments in CMIP5 models, despite the pres-290
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ence of double-ITCZ biases and quantitatively inaccurate cloud-SST feedbacks in most291

of the models.292

The importance of WES effects and cloud-SST feedbacks on extratropical-to-tropical293

teleconnections have been discussed extensively in the literature of seasonal footprint-294

ing mechanisms (Vimont et al., 2001), meridional modes (Chiang & Vimont, 2004), and295

central Pacific El Niño-Southern Oscillation (Yu et al., 2015), that anomalies of subtrop-296

ical trade winds could alter latent heat flux and thus local SST gradients, leading to the297

propagation of SST anomalies into the deep tropics. Our result highlights the critical298

role of clouds in shaping such teleconnection patterns. This message is consistent with299

recent modeling studies suggesting that the positive cloud-SST feedback over the east-300

ern basins could either amplify or drive SST variabilities on decadal timescales (Bellomo301

et al., 2014, 2015; Clement et al., 2015; Burgman et al., 2017; Middlemas et al., 2019).302

While literature of meridional modes mostly focuses on variabilities within individual303

oceanic basins, we demonstrate a cross-hemispheric influence of high-latitudinal heat-304

ing on meridional mode-like response via the adjustments of Hadley Cells and the fol-305

lowing responses of surface fluxes and clouds.306

The mechanisms we reported here linking meridional to zonal SST gradient largely307

depend on surface fluxes in the subtropics, which is different from the mechanisms re-308

lated to oceanic upwelling over the eastern equatorial Pacific proposed by previous lit-309

erature (e.g. Chiang et al., 2008; Fedorov et al., 2015). It is worth noting that our FOM310

simulations are only run out to thirty years after the system being perturbed, and oceanic311

processes on longer timescales might take place and alter the response patterns if we ex-312

tend the simulations (e.g. Kang et al., 2020; K. Wang et al., 2018), which is partly shown313

in Figure S1b. Our result at least suggests that within thirty years, when only the “fast”314

responses in FOM simulations are present, the mechanisms discussed are robust. The315

interaction between circulation, surface turbulent fluxes, and clouds should be empha-316

sized when predicting, say, the changes in climate patterns after a few decades given cer-317

tain anthropogenic climate change. The results also suggest that better representation318

of cloud properties over the tropics is essential for modeling the associated mechanisms319

and could potentially improve the predictive skill of tropical SST pattern on decadal timescales.320

Open Research321

CESM 1.2 can be downloaded and installed following the official documentation322

provided by NCAR and UCAR: https://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm1.2/. To323

reproduce the simulations, follow the details described in Text S1, including the model324

settings, the spatial structures of the extratropical heating, the imposed form of heat-325

ing, and the procedures of how to save and impose cloud optical properties. The list of326

simulations is provided as Table S1.327
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Text S1. Model setting

S1.1 Experimental Design

Community Earth System Model 1.2 (CESM 1.2; Hurrell et al., 2013) has been em-

ployed to perform the experiments in this study. The atmospheric model, Community

Atmosphere Model 5.0 (CAM5; Neale et al., 2010), is used with an active seasonal cycle

and spatial resolution of 1.9° latitude by 2.5° longitude and 30 vertical layers. Realistic

continental distribution and topography is used. Vegetation, aerosols, and greenhouse

gases are set to pre-industrial conditions. The oceanic model, Parallel Ocean Program

2.0 (POP2), is used with the grid system of gx1v6, which is approximately 1° by 1°

horizontally.

In the slab-ocean setting, the default POP2 grid in vertical direction is replaced by

a single-layer slab ocean of a homogeneous depth of 50 meters. A q flux with seasonal

cycle obtained by the time-mean data of the control run in a fully coupled setting, which

represents the convergence of climatological oceanic heat transport, are prescribed in the

slab ocean. Dynamical oceanic interactions with other components of the model are absent

in this setting. A control simulation (CTL) using the historical scenario of the 1850s is

performed. Two perturbed simulations are branched from a same arbitrary year of CTL,

in which the surface heating is imposed into the slab ocean as additional q flux over either

the Northern Atlantic (hNA) and the Northern Pacific (hNP). The heating is roughly

imposed between 45°N and 65°N zonally uniformly with a meridional half-sine shape. The

peak values of the heating are about 69.5 W m−2, and the total amount of each heating

field is adjusted to be approximately 0.41 petawatts by modifying the latitudinal range
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slightly. Note that the area of heating avoids where the annual maximum sea ice cover is

over 0.5 to prevent severe effects from direct melting of ice. For the time length that each

simulation has been run out to, see Table S1. The perturbed simulations have reached

equilibria with the time ran as their global mean imbalances of top-of-the-atmosphere

(TOA) flux lie within positive and negative 0.15 W m−2, which is similar to the value

from CTL (0.13 W m−2). To reproduce the simulations, use the compset E1850C5.

To investigate cloud radiative effects, we use a cloud-locking (CL) method in CAM5

(Ceppi & Hartmann, 2016; Chen et al., 2021) with the slab-ocean setting to verify the

role of clouds. Hourly cloud optical properties of the control run are prescribed in the

simulations of cloud locking. A control simulation (CTL-CL) is performed, which is

branched from an arbitrary year in CTL and cloud radiative properties from CTL are

then being imposed from another arbitrary year in CTL to capture the decoupling effect

between cloud radiative properties and other fields. Two perturbed simulations (hNA-CL

and hNP-CL) are branched from a same arbitrary year in CTL, when the idealized surface

heating and the CTL cloud optical properties are started to be imposed. Similarly, the

perturbed simulations have reached equilibria that their global mean imbalances of TOA

flux lie within 0.11 W m−2, which are similar to the value from CTL-CL (0.11 W m−2).

We could then obtain the responses to heating without cloud effect by subtracting any

fields from CTL-CL from either hNA-CL or hNP-CL. Finally, the cloud effect is obtained

by subtracting the responses to heating with cloud effect by those without cloud effect.

We also conduct a set of fully coupled (FOM) experiments with two idealized forcing to

investigate the importance of the processes discussed in the slab-ocean experiments with
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oceanic dynamical responses. The ocean model is set to be dynamically interactive with 60

vertical layers and with realistic oceanic topography. A control simulation (CTL-FOM)

is performed. In the perturbed simulations (hNA-FOM and hNP-FOM), the idealized

surface heating is imposed in the form of additional downward longwave radiative flux with

the horizontal spatial structures same as in the slab-ocean heating simulations. To show

the transient responses to the extratropical forcing, multiple ensembles of FOM heating

experiments are performed (see Table S1 for detail). To reproduce the simulations, use

the compset B1850C5.

S1.2 Technical details of implementing cloud locking

In the radiation scheme of CAM5 (RRTMG; Iacono et al., 2008), a number of cloud

properties are used in the calculation of radiative fluxes (Pincus et al., 2003). Those

variables include cloud fraction, snow cloud fraction, in-cloud liquid/ice/snow water path,

effective diameter for ice and snow, and size distribution parameters. From the control

simulations (CTL-SOM and CTL-FOM), we save the instantaneous fields of these vari-

ables whenever the radiation module is called (i.e., every hour). Next, in the cloud-locking

simulations, we prescribe the cloud properties in the radiation calculation with the cloud

fields saved beforehand. This is done by overwriting the cloud properties in the following

subroutines:

1. radiation tend

2. get liquid optics sw

3. get ice optics sw

4. get snow optics sw
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5. snow cloud get rad props lw

6. ice cloud get rad props lw

7. liquid cloud get rad props lw

By doing so, the radiation module would always use the prescribed cloud properties in

the calculation of radiative fluxes, instead of the cloud properties in the current simulation.

Text S2. The derivation of the attribution of SST anomalies to surface and

oceanic mixed-layer energy fluxes

An energy budget analysis of oceanic mixed layer is used to attribute SST response to

each surface energy flux (Xie et al., 2010; Zhang & Li, 2014). First, we assume that the

temperature is uniform across the mixed layer including its surface. The time tendency

of the mixed-layer temperature (T ) can be written as:

Tt =
1

ρcpH
(QSW +QLW +QLH +QSH +QCo)

where subscript t denotes time derivative, the density of sea water, cp the specific heat

capacity at constant pressure of sea water, H the mixed-layer depth, and Q the inward

energy flux. Fluxes include shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW) radiative fluxes, latent

heat flux (LH), sensible heat flux (SH), and column-integrated heat convergence by the

transport of ocean currents (Co), with the sign convention that positive heats the surface.

Since QCo is not directly provided by the model, it is calculated by the following formula:

QCo = −
∫ surface

−H
∇ ·

(
V⃗ HOHC

)
dz

where H denotes mixed-layer depth, V⃗ is oceanic current, and HOHC is the oceanic heat

content. Here, the mean H of the forced states and the control state are used, so the effect
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of the change in mixed layer thickness is omitted during the calculation. Another step

to note is that the model output H is continuous while the ocean vertical grid points are

discrete and scarce compared to the change in H, thus the vertical integral is calculated

assuming that the vertical variations of V⃗ and HOHC are linear between the grid points.

In SOM experiments, QCo is unchanged by design (represented as q flux) and the system

reaches equilibrium thus the total Tt = 0. The temperature difference between the control

state and the forced state could be written as:

∆Tflux =
1

dQ/dT
∆Qflux, f lux = {SW,LWdn, LHa, SH}

where ∆ denotes the differences between the forced state and the control state, dQ/dT

is the linear dependence of total surface energy flux to T evaluated at the mean states

between the forced and the control states, which consists of a blackbody longwave radiative

term (4σT 3) and a latent heat term associated with its bulk formula (LvQLH/RT 2). Note

that sensible heat flux also has a linear dependency on the surface temperature, but is

omitted because its high nonlinearity leads to unreasonable magnitudes of values when

implementing our calculation procedure. After removing the linear dependent terms to

T , downward longwave radiative flux (LWdn) and non-Newtonian latent heat flux that

depends solely on near-surface atmospheric condition (LHa) appear that replace LW and

LH, respectively. The complete expression of ∆Tflux is:

∆Tflux =
1

4σT̄ 3 + LvQLH/RT̄ 2
∆Qflux, f lux = {SW,LWdn, LHa, SH}

where the overbar denotes the mean states of the forced and the control states (simply

calculated as the arithmetic means of the two states) as this method is essentially utilizing

a Taylor’s expansion with respect to a certain state. Finally, we note that all the calcu-
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lations are done for each calendar month and annual means are calculated as the final step.
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Figure S1. Results from the fully coupled North Pacific heating experiments (hNP-FOM): (a-b) as Figures
4a-b; color shadings in (c-d) are as Figures 2d and (e-f) are as Figures 2f, but of the associated SST tendencies (K
decade−1) over the two time periods; (g-h) as Figures 4e-f. Note that the SST gradient metrics are not perfectly
suitable for presenting the results from hNP-FOM runs: for example, in (h) the SST tendency contributed by SW
does not enhance the ∆Tt,WE,Pac over the first ten years, however, a clear spatial pattern of Tt,SW that follows
the climatological cloud regime is shown in (e) that enhances the zonal SST gradient locally over the central
and the eastern tropical Pacific. We argue that the mechanisms of the SST pattern formation that highlight the
importance of clouds proposed in the main text are still important here, but are manifested differently with a
more complicated spatial distribution of SST-cloud feedbacks.
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Table S1. The experiment list

Name Descriptions Simulated Years Ensemble

Years Analyzed Counts

CTL-SOM Preindustrial control simulation 95 70 1

with a slab-ocean lower boundary

hNA-SOM Surface thermal heating added in 65 30 1

the extratropical North Atlantic

with a slab-ocean lower boundary

hNP-SOM As hNA-SOM but with 65 30 1

extratropical North Pacific heating

CTL-SOM-CL As CTL-SOM but cloud properties are locked 40 30 1

to those in different years from CTL-SOM

hNA-SOM-CL As hNA-SOM but cloud properties are locked 40 20 1

to those from CTL-SOM

hNP-SOM-CL As hNP-SOM but cloud properties are locked 40 20 1

to those from CTL-SOM

CTL-FOM Preindustrial control simulation 120 120 1

with a dynamical-ocean lower boundary

hNA-FOM Surface thermal heating added in 30 1-10 8 (year 1-10)

the extratropical North Atlantic with 21-30 3 (year 21-30)

a dynamical-ocean lower boundary

hNP-FOM As hNA-FOM but with 30 1-10 3 (year 1-10)

extratropical North Pacific heating 21-30 3 (year 21-30)

CTL-FOM-CL As CTL-FOM but cloud properties are locked 10 1-10 5

to those in different years from CTL-FOM

hNA-FOM-CL As hNA-FOM but cloud properties are locked 10 1-10 5

to those in different years from CTL-FOM
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